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Hi reader of this guide. I’m so happy that you’ve found it and I hope I can help you make more
sustainable choices in your everyday life.
My vision is to make it easy and clear for people to look at the different aspects of their lives
and make active and sustainable choices. Unfortunately it is often very hard to know anything
about the products that we buy without spending hours researching. And who has the time to do
that before every new purchase anyways?! Well… I happen to be a bit weird and love to research
and find the best alternatives to the things I buy. Even better is that I love sharing what I’ve found
out with you to save you the time and effort which to be honest most people don’t have the interest
to do. What I want is to show you that you can be a functioning member of society AND make
sustainable choices. You don’t need to move out into the woods, hunt animals and grow your own
food. PEW! (All though if that’s your thing feel free).
I thought of the term Low Impact Life because I didn’t think that any of the other terms I’d come
across (i.e. minimalism, zero waste, no impact) really matched what I was thinking. They either
don’t consider the environmental impact side of things or are way too extreme (I like using
electricity for example…). So I came up with my own term and definition:

To guide you towards a Low Impact Life I’ve summarized the most important points into six
principles:

The amazing thing with these principles isn’t just that they lead to less resource use, waste,
greenhouse gas emissions and toxins but also many positive gains. Say hello to more money,
more time and better health. Even if you just take principle #1 with you and start thinking about
the value of things that you buy and stop buying what you don’t need you’ve made a difference. In
this guide I will present concrete actions and tips on how to start your Low Impact Life (or if you’ve
already started to kick it up a notch). You certainly don’t need to follow this guide to the letter
rather look at it as a smorgasbord of ways to live more sustainably and pick out the parts that fit
your life, interest you or make the most difference. It is up to you!
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First and foremost a reminder of principle #1: LESS IS MORE. This is the key to living a Low
Impact Life. Think about the value that things add to your life. If it doesn’t add value in the form
of either a function or an aesthetic value get rid of it! We don’t need so much stuff. It’s expensive,
time consuming and uses up the earth's finite resources. Today we also assign way too much
meaning and emotional attachment to our stuff often forgetting that there are other things in life
that are more important like health, relationships, personal growth and contribution. I was
definitely one of those people before I started this process. Decluttering is unbelievably satisfying
and leaves you with a sense of freedom. Here is a step by step guide to decluttering your life and
keeping it decluttered:
STEP 1: DECLUTTER
Start by making a plan. How do you want to go through the decluttering process? Do you want to
like me go through an intensive decluttering weekend? Or maybe over a period of time - one room
a month/a week? One section a day? However you choose to do it every part of your life needs to
be examined and reflected upon. These questions can help you decide if something should stay or
go:






Do you use it?
Does it add value?
Is it a doublet?
Are you saving it out of guilt (a present, heirloom, it was expensive)?
Do you have it because “everyone has one”?

If you’ve answered no on the first two questions or yes on the three last ones let it go. Give it away,
sell it on a second hand site or recycle it. Step one is an ongoing process and needs to be done
periodically. Things that you once valued might not have value anymore and need to go. For me I
had to go through the process a couple of times because it was hard to let some stuff go the first
time. Decluttering is a skill, you need to practice it to become better.
STEP 2: DON’T BUY NEW
To make sure that new stuff doesn’t end up filling up your home and life again ask yourself these
questions before you buy something:




Do I really need this?
Will it add long term value?
Can I borrow, rent or buy it second hand?

STEP 3: REFUSE
Important to remember is that stuff doesn’t just come into our lives through the active process of
buying. Advertisements, brochures, pens, plastic bags, presents, receipts, goodie bags, plastic
mugs and cutlery, hotel shampoos and much more finds its way into our homes if we’re not careful.
Learn how to say no to these kinds of disposable stuff. A no thank you, I’m trying to minimize stuff
should work if someone is trying to push something on you.
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STEP 4: REUSE
There are lots of different ways to reuse things without getting the hippie or hoarder stamp. You
can either reuse stuff that you already have or reuse stuff from other people through buying
second hand. Just make sure that what you reuse is being used otherwise go back to step 1. Here
are some examples of how you can reuse stuff at home:





clothes/material can be reused as rags, handkerchiefs or napkins, pants can become
shorts, tops to nightwear or workwear.
presents that you don’t want to keep can be given away to somebody else instead of
buying something new
glass jars bought with food in them can used for storing food when they are empty
candle butts can be collected and made into new candles

These are just some examples and there is a myriad of DIY ways of reusing stuff if you are into
crafts.
STEP 5: ENJOY
Your home is a living space not a storage space.

Clothes
Fast fashion is a new word applied to the frantic demand for new and cheap clothes. Before clothes
had collections and seasons. Nowadays the mainstream fashion industry is spewing out new
clothes continuously and at a price that we know deep down isn’t coving the true cost. We are
fairly disconnected from the process of making clothes, or rather we are disconnected from the
makings of most things. We don’t think about that the cheap top that we buy even though we have
far too many already and will probably throw it out after only a couple of uses was actually made
by a person somewhere. A person who probably earns terrible wages, has no rights and is
continuously exposed to toxic chemicals that make them sick. One that note:
Fashion is the number 2 most polluting industry in the world, second only to the oil
industry. It is an incredibly chemical intensive sector from plant to garment. Pesticides in the
cotton plantations. Iron which is nerve damaging is present in clothes colouring. Hormone
disrupting phthalates are used in the print for tops. Formaldehyde which is both an allergenic and
carcinogenic, is used as anti-wrinkle and anti-shrink agent. There are bacteria killing biocides in
workout clothes. In short nothing you want to have close to your skin! So what can you do? Back
to principle #1 again - less is more. This can be practiced through creating a capsule wardrobe.
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A capsule wardrobe is according the blog Unfancy (which seems to be the blog that came up with
the term) is a mini wardrobe with 37 items that you love and change according to seasons. In the
capsule wardrobe tops, pants, dresses, skirts, jackets and shoes are included. Workout clothes,
lounge clothes, underwear, bathing costumes and pyjamas are not included (I have also excluded
base tops in black and white). Since I’ve cut down on the number of clothes I own I have totally
eliminated the “I have nothing to wear” struggle every morning. Now I open the wardrobe and
want to wear everything! These are the steps for starting your own capsule wardrobe:
STEP 1: Clear out your wardrobe
It is easiest to empty your closet completely and lay all your clothes on the bed. This way you
have to evaluate every item and decide what to do with it which is the point of this exercise.
STEP 2: Go through all the clothes
Sort all of your clothes into four categories:
1. LOVE IT – hang it back in your wardrobe
2. Maybe – sell, give away or recycle. If you have a hard time letting go you can save
these in a box to see if you miss them (done that!)
3. No – sell, give away or recycle
4. Wrong season – save for the right season and evaluate then
STEP 3. Review
Go through all your LOVE IT clothes and have 37 or some other number in mind. Remove if too
many or see if you have to add something. It can be a good idea to write a list of how many of each
item of clothing you want.
STEP 4. Wear the clothes for one season (3 months)
STEP 5. Plan for next season
Go through the next season’s clothes to see if you need to remove/add something?
If you need an addition to your wardrobe follow principle #2 – think borrow, rent or second
hand first. If you decide to buy something new here are some tips for avoiding chemicals:







Choose organic materials when buying new clothes, linen and towels
Wash all new clothes and linen before use
Avoid clothes with print on
Avoid tablecloths that are stain repellent or flame retardant
Avoid antibacterial treatments of sportswear and shoes
If new items smell of “chemicals” - air/wash/return
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The exposure to chemicals today is an area that I have previously kept away from because it’s so
scary. I had completely buried my head in the sand but with my commitment to a Low Impact Life
I started looking into it. It was worse than the information that had filtered through the sand I had
my head in indicated. In short: we are currently living in a giant experiment where we are exposed
to thousands of chemicals where very few have been tested at all!! There is barely any regulation
around testing, most chemicals have never been tested and it is up to the companies to do their
own testing… It is completely CRAZY, I know! All chemicals are of course not dangerous. What
makes me extremely worried is that we have so many untested chemicals in our bodies and the
environment. We have no idea about the effects they have on us or the effects they have when
combined with other chemicals the so called cocktail effect. Those chemicals that actually have
been identified as dangerous (and which usually are still used long after this) are carcinogenic,
neurotoxic, allergenic and endocrine disruptors (affect fertility). Nothing I want my body to be
exposed to on a daily basis… It is very hard to be up to date on which chemicals to avoid plus that
you pretty much need a chemistry degree to understand the chemicals and the effects. There will
always be new chemicals that are found out to be dangerous so the best way is to take control
over what you are putting in and on your body by making the products yourself. Then you know
100% what’s in them.
If you wouldn’t eat it don’t put it on your skin. Your skin is your largest organ and highly
permeable so a high degree of the chemicals get absorbed.
If you’re not really at the mixing your lotion in the kitchen stage yet here are some tips to minimize
exposure to chemicals in hygiene products and cosmetics.







Minimize the number of products (principle #1)
Simplify - use products with less ingredients
Choose products with organic ingredients (although beware that there are no regulations
concerning labelling so cosmetic companies can write whatever they want)
Never buy products that don’t list the ingredients
Avoid products with a strong scent
DIY – there are lots of recipes to make your own products with natural ingredients

I have gone through all the products I had and removed products that I don’t use that much and
swapped all the other ones to primarily natural products (i.e. coconut oil as facial cleanser) and
secondarily bought organic products instead.
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Here is a list of tips on substituting products and minimising waste in the bathroom and when
cleaning (*means I have tried it myself):
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The kitchen can be a very plastic intensive space. Our food comes into contact with plastic from
packaging, preparing, cooking and storing. I had an amazing amount of plastic in my kitchen that
I wanted to minimize. In my case I chose to make an investment in switching most of the plastic
to wood, metal and glass. There are also a lot of wasteful disposable products used in this space
that need to be eliminated to reduce the environmental impact in the kitchen.
Minimize plastic and waste through replacing these products:
Products to replace

Sustainable alternatives

Plastic food boxes and water bottles

Switch to glass or aluminium

Plastic tools i.e. cutting boards, spatulas, bowls

Switch to wood and metal

Frying pans with non-stick coating i.e. Teflon

Cast iron or ceramic pans

Plastic foil

Bee’s Wrap (foil made from bee’s wax) or fabric

Aluminium foil and baking paper

Learn to live without it because you don’t need it

Baking dishes in silicone

Metal or ceramic dishes

Dish brush

Can be bought in wood

Disposable mugs, cutlery and plates

Do not use (stop being lazy and do the dishes instead!)

Paper towels

Micro fibre cloths, fabric cloths

Plastic bags

Bee’s wrap, fabric bags, food boxes, jars

Paper napkins

Fabric napkins with nice napkin rings

Tea bags

Tea strainers in metal

Coffee filters

Coffee press instead

Food stores are a jungle. There are many traps set luring you to buy more. However there are also
many possibilities to make sustainable choices if you just have your wits about you when
shopping.







Buy what you can in bulk in stores and at farmers markets/market halls
Bring your own packaging/cloth bags/jars instead of using plastic bags in the store
Don’t buy individually packaged or double packaged items for example snacks
Choose glass and paper packaging before plastic packaging and tin cans metal can
contain bisphenol A = dangerous chemical. Look for bisphenol A free labelling.
Especially avoid cooking oils in plastic bottles
Bring your own shopping bags instead of buying plastic ones at the store
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Food
Our food contains high levels of pesticides and other unpleasant stuff like antibiotics. The easiest
way to minimize the exposure to these toxins is to buy organically produced food. But it is sooo
expensive I hear you say! I know. In my view (I buy most of my food organic) food is way too cheap
today. You get what you pay for. If you want to buy high quality produce it is going to cost you
money. And if you don’t want to spend money on food so that you can buy more stuff you’ve got
the wrong end of the stick. The best thing you can do for your body is to fill it with high quality
fuel and this should be a priority for everyone. But since I was a student not so long ago I fully
understand that buying everything organic is a stretch. That’s why I have tried to find the bad guys
so that you can try to avoid these first. Naturskyddsföreningen (a Swedish environmental
organisation) recommends to stay away from coffee, bananas, grapes, potatoes, dairy
products and meat that isn’t organic. The American environmental organisation the Working
Group has produced a list with ”the dirty dozen” and ”the clean fifteen” of vegetables and fruits
(from their report published in 2014). I often consult this list when buying vegetables.

Meat and Fish Consumption
The environmental cost from what we eat has been a sensitive subject which has been tiptoed
around up till now. No one wants to poke the bear that is the agriculture and food industries strong
lobbyist organisations. At the same time it is by far the biggest opportunity to live more
sustainably. Food production is the leading cause of environmental degradation and 51% of all
greenhouse gas emissions are connected to food production. Outside of the impact on the
environment and the climate it is animal cruelty on a global scale. We are so disconnected from
where our food comes from. That piece of meat was an animal that has passed through an awful
industrialised process before ending up on your plate. Check out WWF:s meat guide (Swedish) to
make more informed choices. The most amazing thing is that through reducing your intake of
meat you can directly affect your share of emissions, water consumption and animal cruelty
without political decisions, lots of money or time. This is the choice that will have by far the largest
impact and YOU CAN DO IT TODAY!
Another very serious issue we have deal with when planning our meals is overfishing of the
world's oceans. Today 90% of the fish stocks are overfished and many are threatened with
extinction. The cause of this is more, larger and more effective fishing boats and an ever growing
demand. Unfortunately the situations is so dire that there is no sustainable fishing today. What
you can do if you want to eat fish is to follow WWF:s recommendations in their fish guide
(Swedish) and look out for MSC labelling for sustainable fishing. The certification process keeps
an eye on the fish stocks with this label so that they aren’t overfished which is a good start.
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Reduce Food Waste!
Every year 1,3 BILLION TONNES of food is thrown away. A third of all food ends up as food
waste… Stop, stop, STOP! There is widespread starvation in the world and we are throwing away
a third of all food!?! Also the energy, chemicals and fertilizer used that is all for nothing. There are
many ways that you can reduce your food waste, here comes a selection:

All of these tips also saves you money and not just environmental impact.
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When it comes to how you live and transport yourself there are many outside factors that may
limit what you can do. This part is written very generally and you can take with you the parts that
can be applied to your life.
If you have started to move towards a minimalistic and low impact life the first question is: do you
really need a large living space? If the dream has shifted from a large house with lots of things to
a life of making room for what matters maybe you don’t need that extra
room/storage/bathroom/garden? Maybe downsizing is an idea to think about? More money,
lower energy consumption and less cleaning, less work, fewer areas to “fill” with stuff, closer to
family members etc. There are many upsides!
Things to think about concerning your home and energy consumption. You have probably heard
most of them before but repetition doesn’t hurt:










Buy electricity from renewable resources or install solar panels if you can
Turn off lights when not in the room
Make sure none of the electronics are on standby mode
Don’t have it unnecessarily hot at home - wear a sweatshirt/socks if too cold
Low energy lightbulbs
Don’t keep the water running while brushing teeth, washing dishes etc.
Fill both the dishwasher and washer
Use a drying rack instead of a dryer
Invest in energy saving appliances

Recycle what you can. There are varying possibilities to recycle depending on where you live.
You can always try to talk to your housing association or the municipality if you don’t have access
to all the different fractions. Through implementing the steps in my guide you should be able to
generate much less waste in general both normal and recycling. I have great recycling
opportunities: newspapers, paper, glass, metal, plastic, batteries, light bulbs and food waste so we
throw away very little combustible waste (maybe one bag every other month).
Transportation is another area where everyone has very different opportunities depending on
where they work and live. If you have a long way to work I am just throwing out the question:
maybe you should move/switch jobs to be closer? This saves time, money and the environment
so just think about it. I’m going to work my way through all the different modes of transport. There
are of course pros and cons for all of them but my number one tip is:
If you have 5 km or shorter to your destination: BIKE as often as you can.
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Bike
The bike is the superior choice regarding sustainable transport because you don’t just eliminate
your greenhouse gas emissions and reduce air pollution but you will also get health benefits and
save money by doing so. It surprised me that Sweden is the most sedentary country in the EU and
that obesity is growing the fastest here. Three tips for more biking: the electric bike is
revolutionizing. It’s so easy to bike and you don’t arrive all sweaty but still get most of the health
benefits. You can bike during winter time in cold climates. You just need to buy winter tires,
reflectors and wear proper clothes. Buy a cargo bike if you need to bring things like children, dogs
or groceries along too. Electrical assist makes it easier to bike.

Public transport
This is very area or country specific mode of transport. For some this is a natural part of everyday
transportation while for others it will be very cumbersome or not exist at all. If you do have access
to good public transport use it! Especially if you spend a lot of time in queues and there are bus
lanes or trains to choose from. Free up your time to do other things.

Car
First question: do you really need a car? Do you only use it now and then? Because then it may be
worthwhile to join a carpool in the neighbourhood if such exists, borrow or rent a car for the times
you need it. There are carpool companies where you pay a monthly subscription and then per
kilometre you drive. You can save a lot of money doing this: no fuel, insurance, parking, inspection,
repair costs equals a lot more money per month (especially if you switch to biking). If you have to
have a car look into buying a hybrid or an electric car if you can afford it. You will save a lot of
money on fuel. Buy the car second hand if possible.

Flying vs. Trains
Trains are of course a lot better for the environment than flying. Especially for domestic trips.
Don’t forget that even though the journey time might be longer for trains you get transported from
central station to central station. No transport to and from airports and waiting before and after
the flight so it might be faster by train if these aspects are taken into account. The advantage with
a train is that you can just sit down and get a continuous period of time where you can for example
work.
I have to be the boring environmental person here and remind you to reflect on the travel you do.
If you are travelling for work a lot (and can’t take the train) maybe video conference calls can
substitute at least some of the trips? Flying is the only realistic alternative for long travel (if you’re
not Interrailing as part of your trip of course). If you are traveling far make time to stay at these
destinations for longer periods of time. So you don’t just travel to Thailand over a week to “get
some sun” (a lot of Swedes do this). Also open your eyes to your own country or neighbouring
countries. There are usually amazing places to see that you overlook because you are home blind.
I have been to Iceland and Norway the past two years. Both are amazing countries and a lot closer
than for example Turkey or Greece. I decided a couple of years ago that I will no longer go on trips
just for fun and sun (i.e. Greece) just because they’re cheap. All trips I take now are places I really
want to go to and experience adventures/nature/activities. This isn’t a lecture about “no more
travel for you” (since I travel quite a lot who would I be to tell you to stop traveling) just a gentle
reminder to think about your travel habits.
That was all for this first guide. I really hope you got inspired and found some useful tips in
the guide. Most of all I hope that you’ve got more of an understanding that it doesn’t take
much to make more active choices around living a Low Impact Life.
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